## Submersible Dewatering Pump

**Model No.:** S6A1  
**Factroy Wired:** 460V 3P  
**Serial No.:** 960137  
**HP:** 60  
**R.P.M.:**  
**Phase:** 3  
**V.H.Z.:** 60  
**Volts:** 460  
**A.M.P.S.:** 65

**CAUTION** — Ground unit at control before starting. CHECK rotation. Apply power. If whole unit reacts counter clockwise, rotation is correct.  
CHECK oil level in motor periodically. Avoid entrance of dirt or water to motor. Use only Gorman-Rupp submersible pump oil or factory approved alternate.  
MAINTAIN oil level in seal chamber. If contaminated with water, oil may appear milky. If more than 30% water after settling, seal should be inspected — use same oil as for motor.  

**Important:** When ordering parts, provide pump serial and model number.